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Building the foundation for future mining
It is with great pleasure that I have accepted the role of GMSG chair for the next two years. My work is cut out
for me. The previous two GMSG chairs have left a strong legacy in shaping this very young organization, and it
is my responsibility to ensure its sustainability as well as its continued growth and global expansion.
GMSG is in a position to deliver great value to member companies and to the industry itself. The more of us
who actively engage and participate, the stronger an impact we will have. Now is the time for creativity and
innovation within our extraordinarily dedicated working groups. GMSG is uniquely positioned and we invite
and encourage every company and every person in our sector to participate. GMSG provides a venue to unite
mining companies, OEMs, suppliers and vendors, consultants, research and academia, governments, and
everyone else who believes in a collaborative approach to future mining.

Helius Guimaraes, GMSG Chair

This year we launched a new Tiered Membership structure based on levels of leadership, and will be holding
the first Leadership Council meeting by September. The Leadership Council is the advisory board to our
Executive Council and Managing Director. Its primary responsibility is to ensure GMSG projects and activities
align with our industry’s priorities and requirements. While our 2016 Membership drive is still underway, we
are pleased to welcome the first 6 members on the Leadership Council: AngloGold Ashanti, Atlas Copco,
Barrick, BHP Billiton, Caterpillar, and Rio Tinto. There’s more – members of the top two Membership tiers will
join GMSG leaders for our Future Mining Summit in the first week of December, for a real, strategic approach
to the innovative future for our industry.
The value of GMSG membership is not only derived from our deliverables, the guidelines developed by our
working groups. It can be achieved simply through participation in our events and project groups, connecting
with like-minded people across the global sector and sharing experiences, best practices, and innovative
solutions. GMSG’s successes demonstrate the power of working together to create a positive change. Every
new guideline published, and each successful event that brings people from across a broad spectrum of
companies to work together, allows GMSG to articulate our value to the industry on a global scale.
As I begin my term as GMSG chair, I look forward to meeting our members and building the future of our
organization together. Please consider mine an open door – even if virtual. Don’t hesitate to reach out, to share
ideas and help us bring great value to our industry.
Sincerely,
Helius Guimaraes
GMSG Chair
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Year-to-date Highlights
1. Published 3 guidelines:
a. Mobile Equipment Open Data Consensus Guideline: identifies onboard
datasets that should be openly available to equipment owners in a realtime, read-only format.

a. GMSG Johannesburg Forum: Johannesburg, February

b. Determining the Bond Efficiency of industrial grinding circuits: user’s
guideline to measuring comminution efficiency in mine operations across
the globe through use of the Bond method and the comprehensive Bond
Work Index.

c. GMSG San Francisco Forum: San Francisco, April

c. Methods to survey and sample grinding circuits for determining energy
efficiency: deals specifically with surveying and sampling Autogenous
Grinding (AG), Semi-Autogenous Grinding (SAG), rod, and ball mill circuits
operating within the normal range of application.
2. Launched new project: The Electric Mine: battery electric vehicles
underground in May, with an aggressive target of draft guidelines by yearend. Three workshops held to date (May, Toronto – held by Canadian Mining
Innovation Council; June, Brisbane; June, Sudbury).
3. A
 utonomous Mining: Three workshops held (April, San Francisco; May,
Vancouver; July, Perth), building on prior work to develop a global vision of
autonomous mining.
4. GMSG Vice Chair International Standards Tim Skinner coordinating and
developing proposal for ISO TC 82 – Mining to launch a new sub-committee
on Autonomous Mining later this year.
5. GMSG’s Reliability Working Group Sub-Committee on Asset Management
Standards provided feedback and input to ISO TC 251’s review of the 5500x
suite of standards in early June.
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6. GMSG Events held to-date 2016:
b. SME Conference 2016 (February, Phoenix): technical session
presentations and booth in the exhibition
d. CIM Conference 2016 (May, Vancouver): technical session
presentations, booth in the exhibition, GMSG AGM and Networking
Cruise, workshops
e. Data Exchange for Mine Software Workshop: Denver, May
f. Brisbane Underground Mining Workshop: Brisbane, June
g. The Electric Mine: Battery Electric Vehicles Underground
Workshop: Sudbury, June
h. Autonomous Mining and Open Data Workshop: Perth, July
7. L aunched new tiered Membership structure, including creation of
GMSG Leadership Council, an advisory board to the managing director
and Executive Council.

Events: September-December 2016

WORKSHOPS

(confirmed to date. Workshops
are specific to individual
projects or working groups, and
are planned around the project
progression):

Data Exchange for
Mine Software
Vancouver, September 13-14

Underground Mining Workshop
Johannesburg, September 27

forums

GMSG
Events

GMSG MinEXPO Reliability Best
Practices Forum
GMSG Singapore Forum

Denver, September 20-21

Singapore, October 31-November 1

The Electric Mine: Battery Electric
Vehicles Underground

GSMG Montreal Forum

Toronto, October 6

Montreal, November 15-16

GMSG Future
Mining Summit

Integrated Operations Workshop
Toronto, October 24

Tuscon, October 13-14

Las Vegas, Saturday, September 24

Las Vegas, Wednesday, September 28

The Electric Mine: Battery Electric
Vehicles Underground

Autonomous Mining
and Open Data

GMSG MinEXPO Autonomous
Mining & Integrated
Operations Forum

November 30-December 1

Mark your calendars

2016 Events

GMSG Brisbane Forum
Brisbane, December 13-14

Creating opportunities for regional collaboration among industry experts to advance GMSG working group projects; define best practices and approaches for key
common challenges; outline the value to be realized through development and implementation of guidelines and standards; and build a shared vision of future mining.
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Corporate Members
3D-P
Agnico-Eagle Mines
Alight
Anglo American
AngloGold Ashanti
Atlas Copco
Autonomous Solutions
Barrick Gold
BHP Billiton
Canadian Natural Resources
Carlson Software, Inc.
Caterpillar
Centre for Excellence
in Mining Innovation

Freeport-McMoRan
Copper & Gold
GE Mining
Goldcorp
Guardvant
Hatch
Hexagon
Hitachi
IBM
Jaybridge
Joy Global
Kal Tire
KGHM International
Liebherr

CheckMark Consulting

Leica Geosystems

Cisco

Maptek

CRC Mining

Metcom Technologies

Desert Falcon Consulting

Mineware

Detnet

The Mosaic Company

Flow Partners

MISOM
Motion Metrics
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Newmont
Newtrax Technologies
OSIsoft
Peck Tech
Rigid Robotics
Rio Tinto
Rockwell Automation
RungePincockMinarco
SAFEmine
Sandvik
Schneider Electric
Shell Canada
SMART Systems
Syncrude
Teck
Total E & P Canada
Trimble
Vale
Vandrico
Wenco
Yamana Gold

Governing Council
Chair

Helius Guimaraes, General Manager, Enterprise Architecture and Emerging Technology, Rio Tinto

Vice Chair

Gary Westerdale, Vice President – Maintenance and Operations Support & COO International
– Asset Management and Reliability

Past Chair

Andrew Scott, Senior Director, Digital Mining, Barrick Gold

Vice Chair International Standards

Tim Skinner, President, SMART Solutions

Treasurer

Mark Bartlett, President at Desert Falcon Consulting

Secretary

Peter Becu, Information Systems and Technology Consultant

External Coordinator

Vivien Hui, Senior Production Systems Engineer, Barrick

CIM Representative

Zoli Lukacs, Manager, Reliability, Gibraltar Mines

SAIMM Representative

Declan Vogt, Director, Centre for Mechanised Mining Systems, University of the Witwatersrand

Managing Director

Heather Ednie

Common Reference Framework Working Group

Mike Woodhall, Mining Enterprise Executive, MineRP
Louw Labuschagne, Real IRM

Data Access and Usage Working Group

vacant

Industrial Comminution Efficiency Working Group

Aidan Giblett, Newmont

Integrated Operations Group

Laura Mottola, President and CEO, Flow Partners

Reliability Working Group

Zoli Lukacs, Manager, Reliability, Gibraltar Mines

Situation Awareness Working Group

Mark Baker, CheckMark Consulting

Technology and Connectivity Working Group

Paul Raj, Mining Technology Consultant, Olio Mining Solutions

Underground Mining Working Group

Paul Raj, Technology Consultant, Olio Technology Solutions
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Governing Council
GMSG Chairs:
strategic leadership
The new GMSG Executive Council was rung in during the GMSG AGM
in May. Helius Guimaraes, General Manager, Enterprise Architecture &
Emerging Technologies at Rio Tinto, took the helm as Chair while Gary
Westerdale, Vice President – Maintenance and Operations Support & COO
International – Asset Management and Reliability, accepted the position of
Vice-Chair. GMSG Chairs commit to a six-year term: 2 years each as Vice
Chair, Chair, and then Past Chair.
Andrew Scott, Senior Director, Mining Information Technology and
Automation at Barrick Gold, was a visionary leader and throughout the past
two years inspired transformative change and growth for GMSG. In his new
role as Past Chair, his focus will be on supporting and driving the strategy
for the Working Groups and Projects.
Tim Skinner, President of SMART Systems, will become the organization’s
first Vice Chair International Standards. As part of this new position,
Skinner will represent GMSG by working with the International
Organization of Standards (ISO) and other standardizing bodies to bridge
the work of GMSG with the ongoing work of the technical committees.
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Get to Know the New Executive Council Members:
Helius Guimaraes is responsible for developing
strategies and roadmaps for Rio Tinto Information
System & Technology through the translation of Rio
Tinto’s business objectives into effective IT solutions
and standards. Helius is currently promoting innovation
and application of emerging technologies to support Rio
Tinto’s strategic objectives.
Gary Westerdale works within the chief operating
officer’s team at AngloGold Ashanti. His work reaches
regions in Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Ghana, Tanzania
and South Africa. Gary has previous experience as an
Operational Excellence Manager at AECOM, and as
a supervisor, superintendent and then as a principal
advisor at Rio Tinto.
Mark Bartlett is a certified professional and registered
member with the Society of Mining Engineers and a
member of the Canadian Institute of Mining and Society
of Economic Geologists, with over 35 years of mine
operating experience.

GMSG Guidelines
GMSG currently has 13 Guideline projects well underway.
Approved

 etermining the Bond Efficiency of industrial grinding circuits
D
Standardizing the application of the Bond method for quantification and
comparison of relative energy efficiencies of most industrial comminution
circuits, towards enable cross-industry benchmarking
Approved

Methods to Survey and Sample Grinding Circuits
Detailing methods to survey and sample grinding circuits to generate sufficient
information of suitable quality to support reliable efficiency analysis by these and
comparable methods. 2016 completion
Approved

 obile Equipment Open Data Consensus Guideline
M
Identifying onboard data sets that should be openly available in a real time readonly format for equipment owners, based on consensus between most major
OEMs and many world-scale mining companies. 2016 completion
NOTE: Work towards Version 2 will be underway in 2016.
Mining API Guideline
Identifying/developing the connectivity means to enable seamless data access,
sharing and movement between systems onboard mobile mining equipment.
2016 completion

Underground Communications Infrastructure
Developing a documentation set to be used by the mining industry as a reference for the
frameworks, standards, processes and procedures supporting digital communications in
an underground mine environment. 2016 completion
Operational KPIs and Definitions
Creating standard definitions for key operational KPIs and terminology; a time
classification model to enable consistent reporting and classification of operational
events and activities; a summary of the data needed to generate the KPIs; and identifying
OTM/third party requirements to use data for reporting and analytical purposes.
2016 completion
Approved Morrell Method for determining comminution circuit specific energy and
assessing energy utilization efficiency of existing circuits
Outlining the approach to facilitate the use of the Morrell method to predict the specific
energy of existing comminution circuits that include combinations of: AG and SAG mills;
ball mills; rod mills; crushers; and/or HPGRs. 2016 completion

Data Exchange for Mine Planning Software
Developing an open protocol to enable the transfer of data between mine software
packages to reduce implementation costs and redundancy.
2016 completion

IREDES User’s Guideline
Driving greater awareness, understanding and adoption of an open, proven
protocol to assist fleet integration, in a cost-prohibitive, complicated proprietary
environment. 2016 completion

Unified Interface Design and Placement (Shovels)
Developing guidelines for an operator driven unified interface, to enable numerous
systems to operate one effective operator interface with as few displays, statuses and
operator notification methods (eg. light, sound, etc) as effectively possible.

Open Group’s EMMM Framework User’s Guideline
Advancing awareness, understanding and adoption of a commonly accepted
framework providing a generic description of the mining business, so that new
information management initiatives launch with an agreed language and basis of
objectives and solutions to mining industry challenges. 2016 completion

Best Practices for Integrated Operations
Identifying an Integrated Operations best practices framework and developing a
roadmap: what is required and facilitating a model for collaboration to accelerate the
adoption and implementation of integrated operations.
Reliability Best Practices for Mining
Defining reliability best practices including common maintenance and reliability
terminology, definitions and KPIs, which will enable comparisons of common practices
and benchmarking of results towards driving down operating costs and maintenance
requirements while increasing safety.
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Industry-led collaboration
M e mbe r
Companie s

M emb er ship G row th

(stakeholder group
breakdown)

Member Companies
Participating Companies

Mining Companies
19

Individuals

OEMs
6

OTMs
24

Research Organizations
2

28

2012

81

335

2013

42

112

535

2014

50

138

615

2015

55

280

810

59

June 30, 2016

Member Companies are the corporate members of GMSG, supporting group operations and providing guidance and strategy. Participating companies include the members, and
the companies represented by individuals participating who are not from a Member Company.
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Consultants
8

2012 | 2013 | 2014
2015 | 2016

2016
2016

Europe

Canada, USA

Asia

Globalization

2016

2013 | 2014
2015 | 2016

South America

Australia

2014 | 2015 | 2015
Chile

2013 | 2014
2015 | 2016
Southern Africa

Less presence

Greater presence

Scale of globalization presence within each continent.
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Membership
GMSG Leadership
Council
The GMSG Leadership Council has been created
to provide an advisory board for the GMSG
Managing Director and Executive. Members
of the GMSG Leadership tier will have a senior
management representative join their GMSG
corporate representative on the Leadership
Council. The Council will first meet in late August/
early September via webex/video conference,
then come together in-person at the GMSG Future
Mining Summit at the beginning of December.
This new structure for GMSG will enable
increased industry input into GMSG projects
and activities, driving alignment with industry
priorities and increasing the expertise contribution
to the projects to ensure GMSG brings strong
value to Member Companies, industry and
participants.
The Leadership Council meets twice annually.
Responsibilities include:
o	Provide input into GMSG direction and priorities,
including engagement with external
organizations, participation on conferences,
globalization
o	Review progress of current projects and
submissions of new Working Groups/projects
o	Promote a culture of innovation and
collaboration throughout the participating
organizations
o	Assist the alignment of GMSG projects and
activities with the priorities of the broader
mining industry
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There are three Membership tiers: Member; Collaborator Member; and Leadership Member.

Item

Participants

Description

Leadership Members
Leadership
Council

GMSG Chair, Vice-Chair, PastChair, Vice-Chair International
Standards, Managing Director
Leadership Members

Future
Mining
Summit

Advisory body with the primary objective to provide input
into GMSG direction and priorities. Reviews progress of
current projects and pipeline, provides input into prioritization,
methodology and desired outcomes for working groups.
Makes recommendations on potential future projects and
collaborations.

Collaborative Members

Annual global forum focused on GMSG’s response to the
needs, opportunities and road blocks to innovation for the
future vision of mining.

GMSG leaders
(Council, project leaders)

To build collective vision and identify the guidelines, standards,
collaboration requirements to achieve that vision.

Future Mining Summit
Leadership and Collaborative corporate members will send 2 delegates each to the Future Mining Summit, to
join with the GMSG Leaders for a think-tank style forum aimed to:
• Identify needs and common issues to be addressed through industry-wide collaboration
• Define the path forward to achieving future mining, including the various collaboration projects, guidelines,
standards, processes and tools required to meet the vision
• Share best practices
• Demonstrate (including Lighthouse projects, case studies, etc) the business case for collaborative projects
• Prioritize projects and define deliverables to ensure industry-wide activity aligns with common focus areas

Leadership Members
confirmed to-date:

o AngloGold Ashanti

o BHP Billiton

o Atlas Copco

o Caterpillar

o Barrick Gold

o Rio Tinto

Project News
New Project: The Electric Mine:
Battery Electric Vehicles in the Underground

Autonomous Mining Project
Draft Definition Created

A new project has been launched with a primary goal to publish and maintain global guidelines
for use of battery electric mobile mining equipment in an underground mining environment. The
main objectives are:

As part of the ongoing mission to create a
vision of autonomous mining, GMSG has held
three workshops to discuss and refine concepts
of Autonomous mining. In the San Francisco
and Vancouver workshops (April and May),
participants formed a draft definition of the
autonomous mining system, pertaining to a
mining system as opposed to autonomous
machines.

• To act as a guideline or blueprint for vehicle OEMs. It will allow the OEMs to focus their R&D
efforts in a particular direction.
• To strike an appropriate balance between standardization and innovation and allow miners to
operate a fleet of BEVs without concerns about proprietary equipment and interfaces.
• Leverage existing standards, including those from the automotive, electrical, and automation.
Significant progress was made in a flagship workshop held at Glencore Nickel Rim mine in
Sudbury, ON. Participants in the workshop identified immediate goals in developing a guideline
are to create guidelines surrounding chargers, batteries, powertrain and mine design.
Four sub-committees surrounding key focus areas were formed to advance the project:
• Safety and Fire
• Batteries
• Chargers and Connectors
• Mine Infrastructure and Design
The rapid rate of innovation in this technology field has yielded strong stakeholder support
for the project. The project group has committed to an aggressive timeline, intending to have
guideline drafts ready before year-end. Sub-committees will work virtually and through regional
stakeholder engagement workshops to feed the guidelines.

Participants have reached a general consensus
that a major goal of an autonomous mining system
is interoperability. Key topics explored during
both workshops include enabling autonomous
equipment to satisfy the needs of both providers
and consumers, the need for mining solutions to
have an extendable architecture on which to build,
and integration into manual systems.
The group held a third workshop on July 13-14 in
Perth with a focus on:
•A
 greement on a global industry vision of
autonomous mining to act as a guiding
framework for mine operators, OEMs, and
technology developers
•S
 mart dispatch and interoperability
requirements for an autonomous mining system

For more information, to contribute, or to participate please contact
GMSG Working Group Coordinator Jennifer Curran at jcurran@globalminingstandards.org

•E
 xisting solutions, including standards,
frameworks, other collaborative projects
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International Standards
GMSG has been active with its official liaison status with ISO TC82 Mining by:
• participating in the TC82 2015 international plenary meeting in Cleveland
• providing industry input into the scope and charter document for the creation of
a new TC82 Subcommittee for Autonomous Mining. Note: the 2016 international
plenary meeting will be in Helsinki, Finland in October where the new
subcommittee and potential new automation work items will be reviewed.
• participating in the standards development for the joint working group of TC82
Mining and TC127 Earth Moving Machinery for Autonomous Machine System
Safety.
The Asset Management Subcommittee of the Reliability Working Group has
been supporting the Chair of the Australian Mirror Committee to ISO TC 251 (ISO
5500x) Asset Management leading up to the ISO 251 meeting in Malmo, Sweden
in June. Key activities at the June meeting include:
• the review of 55000 & 55001 documents
• the development of the business plan for TC 251
• the rewrite of 55002 which will be circulated for review and comment in the
coming months
The next ISO 251 meeting is in Redlands, California, during the week of October 10,
2016, and the subsequent meeting will be in Australia the week of March 27, 2017.
GMSG, through the leadership of Vice Chair International Standards Tim Skinner, is
also actively engaged with the following standards organizations on joint projects
and project support: GS1, Canadian Standards Association (CSA), The Open
Group, IREDES.
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Collaboration
Collaboration with other industry organizations is a primary focus for GMSG, towards building a more collaborative global mining community, supporting
existing projects that will bring value to our members and the sector, and coordinating projects and activities to avoid redundancy.
Some recent highlights include:

AMIRA International’s P1025 and P1025A projects
GMSG is a project supporter and actively engaged in AMIRA International’s
Interoperability project and has committed to maintaining that
Supporter role for the second project phase, P1025A, aimed to launch
later this year. The P1025 report was published in Q2 2016 (Summary
report available: http://www.amirainternational.com/WEB/site.
asp?section=newsandevents&page=ProjectSurvey\P1025-AccesstoReport).
The project phase one (P1025) is a study of interoperability across the mineral
value chain, focused specifically on surface mining equipment. The project’s three
main goals were to identify and position the many disparate past and present
initiatives aimed at interoperability, develop a set of guiding principles for improved
interoperability, and determine whether increased efforts are needed to support
the evolving requirements of mining companies for major technology based
transformations.
As some of the next steps towards enabling full interoperability in mining, GMSG
will advance its current KPIs and data definitions project and potentially broaden
the scope, as well as continue the development of a common reference framework
for interoperability. Additionally, AMIRA International will participate in GMSG’s
related working groups, such as the Autonomous Mining Working Group.

Canadian Mining Innovation
Council (CMIC)
GMSG and CMIC have partnered on the
GMSG Underground Mining Working Group’s
project: The Electric Mine: Battery Electric
Vehicles Underground. This partnership is
enabling the project group to commit to an
aggressive timeline towards a final draft ready
for approval by year-end.
GMSG and CMIC are also aiming to increase
collaboration, with plans to identify other
project areas that will benefit.
A list of Partner and Collaborative
organizations can be found under About Us on
the GMSG website.
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Situation Awareness:
Unified Shovel Interface

Providing mine equipment operators with the right information in
the correct order of importance increases equipment and operator
performance, mitigates equipment damage and down time, and
improves safety. The timely presentation of what is important and
the minimization of extemporaneous distractions allows equipment
operators to focus on achieving maximum performance throughout
their shift. Equipment operator performance, accuracy and safety
are paramount to the entire value stream being maximized.
Condensed, simplified, precise and timely information is a
requirement to achieve this goal.
This multi-phase project aims to develop guidelines for an operator
driven unified interface, to enable numerous systems to operate
one effective operator interface with as few displays, statuses and
operator notification methods (eg. light, sound, etc) as effectively
possible. Project began in 2012 with SA Technologies executing
situation awareness research with operators at 2 mine sites towards
drafting a design guideline for an interface. A proof-of-concept (POC)
was developed and displayed throughout 2013-2015. A design and
placement guideline is schedule for completion by year-end 2016.

Revised Project Estimates
Funding Amount

Total Cost

$10,000

$27,000

2016 Cost Requirements

Cost

Researcher

$15,000

Admin/overhead

$12,000

Participant Information

Group leaders: Mark Baker, Check Mark Consulting
Participants: 3D-P, Aecon, Barrick Gold , c3hf, CheckMark Consulting, Comark
Corp, CRC Mining, Desert Falcon Consulting, Designers International, Emerson,
Freeport-McMoRan, GE Mining, Goldcorp, Guardvant, Hexagon Mining, Joy
Global, Leica Geosystems, Liebherr, Mine Site Technologies, MineRP, MineWare,
Modular Mining Systems, Motion Metrics, Neptec, Octagon Systems, Peabody
Energy, Peck Tech, Queen’s University, Rajant Corporation, Rigid Robotics,
Rockwell Automation, SAFEmine, Schneider Electric, SMART Systems Group, Split
Engineering, Strata Worldwide, Teck, Tyco SimplexGrinnell, University of British
Columbia, Vandrico, Wenco

Project Approach (UPDATED)
2016

Steps
1 Workshop
2 Onsite Operator Workshops
3 Draft Guidelines
4 Guideline into review
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Situation Awareness:
Unified Shovel Interface

Business Case
Mining operators are faced with complex information
delivered by equipment systems that are technologycentric rather than user-centric. The ability to achieve fast
and accurate situation awareness (SA) in the face of this
data and stimulus overload is a key factor that allows for
effective decision making, information exploitation and
operator action. Incidents that result in loss of revenue,
compromise safety, or even loss of life, which are attributed
to human error are often the result of system designs that
overload human cognitive capabilities.
Mining operations involve multi-faceted, often rapidly
evolving, distributed situations that make it challenging
to make critical decisions to solve emerging problems.
Although advances in technology are enabling access to a
greater variety of data, the deciding factor for successful
operations depends on people’s ability to rapidly capitalize
on the maze of available information to support needed
decision-making. The current mishmash of data, common
tools, sounds and displays can easily exceed human
cognitive limits and capabilities, and any errors or delays
in processing the data to develop an understanding of its
significance can easily undermine our goals in this domain.
Through the development of equipment operator
requirements and user-centred tools, such as a common
operator interface for large shovels, will help improve
operator SA, performance, safety, reduce errors, and result
in less in-cab hardware to maintain.

Current Situation: August 2016
The Working Group held a number of sub-committee meetings and
stakeholder interviews during the first half of 2016. The main outcome is an
agreement that the focus on this project should not be on Field Trials, but
simply acquiring additional input from Shovel Operators on the work-to-date
so to draft the operator-driven design guideline for a unified shovel interface.
Specifically, the focus of a field trial is expected to be best served for the
Mining API project of the Technology and Connectivity Working Group.

Business Objective
Develop operator-driven guidelines for the development of a common unified
operator interface for large shovels.
Detailed business objectives:
a. The purpose of this project is to develop operator-driven design guidelines
for the development of a unified common user interface for large shovels.
This guideline will aide the creation of common interfaces – in-cab screens
that incorporate multiple onboard systems into a single presentation – to
maximize the shovel operator’s experience, safety, and ability to make
decisions.
b. A
 secondary purpose of the project is to prove the viability of such a
common interface to improve the operator experience, safety and decisionmaking, so that future versions might be rolled out to provide guidelines for
the design of common interfaces for other mobile mining equipment both at
surface and underground.
c. Provide a common reference for the industry to move forward to develop
and make available solutions and the foundation for other types of mining
equipment operator interfaces.
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Onboard Technology and Connectivity:
Mining API (Application Program Interface) Guideline
Identify or develop the connectivity means to enable seamless
data access, sharing and movement between systems onboard
mobile mining equipment.

Revised Project Estimates

The mining industry is host to a vast array of proprietary devices
and technologies that are unable to communicate with other onboard and off-board systems and technologies. As long as this
communications gap exists between devices, onboard data sharing
will prove insufficient and ineffective, limiting overall operational
efficiency.
A draft Guideline for an Application Program Interface (API) that
aims to bridge the gap and unify the language was developed. While
the API for onboard data and systems integration itself has yet to be
defined, the guideline is designed to stimulate industry engagement,
feedback, requirements and potential roadblocks.

Funding Amount

Total Cost

$20,000

$32,000

Phase

Cost

Survey

$2,000

Workshops

$10,000

Guideline Update

$5,000

Travel

$3,000

Admin/Overhead

$12,000

Participant Information

Group leader: Paul Raj, Olio Technology Solutions
Participants: 3ds, Acquire, Agile GeoScience, AngloGold Ashanti, AranzGeo, Barrick
Gold Corporation, BHP Billiton, Datamine Software, Deswik, Freeport McMoRan,
Global Mining Design, Hexagon Mining, Kinross Gold, Leapfrog3d, Maptek, Mining
Information Systems, Newmont, Objectivity, OSIsoft, Peabody Energy, Rio Tinto,
RungePincockMinarco, Schneider Electric, Shell Canada, Teck, Vale

To facilitate this discussion, the GMSG has defined a list of
requirements and/or assumptions, with the intent that each
requirement or assumption will be debated, modified and ultimately
ratified by industry during this review process.

Project Approach (UPDATED)
2016

Steps
1 Form Subcommittee to steer project
2 Survey
3 Review workshops: 3 to 5 globally
4 Update draft guideline
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Onboard Technology and Connectivity:
Mining API (Application Program Interface) Guideline

Business Case
The development of a mining API offers clear, measurable benefits
attached to the pillars of mining stakeholder profitability: safety,
productivity and operational efficiency.
Safety: Enables access to onboard data in real-time and facilitates
the innovation of smarter safety solutions, allowing the integration
of proximity awareness, fatigue and operational data to filter out
nuisance alarms and key in on high risk situations.
Productivity: Integration of real-time onboard equipment data
sources enables greater insight into factors affecting total mine and
equipment productivity – e.g. allowing real-time adjustments to
maximize Mine To Mill returns.
Operational Efficiency: Providing timely access to both asset
health and production data can identify symptoms of situations
that are reducing operational effectiveness and provide insight
into the root causes – and cost to the business – to identify issues
requiring immediate resolution.
More Benefits:
• Enables single point of entry for manually inputted data (e.g.
operator ID, equipment status) to reduce operator interaction
and enhance data quality
• Facilitates seamless access to on-board devices and applications
to create cost-savings and innovation opportunities for all
stakeholders.
• Enhances alarm and warning notification filtering (access to
associated data) to reduce nuisance alarms and increase operator
situational awareness

Current Situation: August 2016
By end of June 2016, a steering committee was struck to guide the working
group towards finalization of this project. The primary objectives are to
garner more review and input into the draft API guideline, and to execute
another landscape sweep to determine whether any solutions have
developed that would be applicable.
Meanwhile, a number of mining companies have expressed their need to
move to shared onboard data between devices, and even other GMSG
Working Groups, such as the Autonomous Mining project, have confirmed
interest and support of this project.

Business Objective
To engage industry stakeholders on the definition of a guideline or standard
to facilitate seamless access to the broad range of intelligent devices and
applications that are available for mobile mining equipment today.
The API Guideline is intended to be a starting point for broader industry
engagement and to solicit feedback on the use cases, requirements and
potential roadblocks that must be overcome.
This should ultimately create some form of consensus and reference for the
industry to move forward on creating solutions for onboard data access and
connectivity.

Synchronizes time between devices and/or applications ensuring
that data from independent systems can be correlated
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Data Access and Usage: Open Data
Mobile Equipment Open Data Guideline

Developing guidelines to identify the onboard
data for open pit and underground equipment
that should be available for unfettered use to
increase operational efficiencies.
The Mobile Equipment Open Data Consensus
Guideline V1 will be published in early 2016.
2016 projects:
1. Mobile Equipment Open Data Consensus
Guideline V2
2. Autonomous Equipment Open Data Consensus
3. O
 pen Data Lighthouse Project: create a shared
vision and demonstrate value proposition of
mobile equipment open data as defined in the
guideline, through tracking and publishing a
series of OEM – operator case studies.

Autonomous Equipment Open Data Guideline

Revised Project Estimates
Funding Amount

Total Cost

$15,000

$27,000

Phase

Cost

Workshops
Project 3: communications support
Admin/overhead

$5,000
$10,000
$12,000

Participant Information

Group leader: Matt Miller and Perry Zalevsky, OSIsoft
Participants: Agnico Eagle, AMTC, Anglogold Ashanti, ArcelorMittal, Atlas Copco, Barrick Gold,
BHP Billiton, Caterpillar, Department of Mines and Petroleum (DMP), Endevea , FMI, Fortescue
Metals Group, GE Mining, Gibraltar Mine, Goldcorp, Goldfields, Haultrax, Hitachi, Indago Partners,
iO Solutions, Joy Global, KGHMi , Komatsu, Liebherr, OSIsoft, Peabody Energy, RCT, Rio Tinto, Roy
Hill, Sandvik, Shell Canada, SMART Systems Group, Symboticware, Teck, The Electrum Group, Vale,
Wenco, Westmoreland Coal

Project Approach (UPDATED)
2016

Steps
1 Mobile Equipment Open Data V2
Stakeholder Engagement
Workshop 1
OEM and operator interviews
Final draft V2
2 Autonomous Mining Open Data
Confirm steering committee
Workshop 1
3 Open Data Lighthouse Project
Survey
Up to 4 case studies: operator-OEM collaboration
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* Further project plan development to be defined with steering committee.

Data Access and Usage: Open Data
Mobile Equipment Open Data Consensus

Autonomous Equipment Open Data Consensus

Current Situation: August 2016
Workshops were held in May (Vancouver) and July (Perth)
with more scheduled throughout the year. Progress is being
made on Version 2 of the guideline, but the Lighthouse Project,
demonstrating the value, fell behind schedule.

Business Objective
Identifying and developing the rational and associated guidelines to
create a common vision for the seamless unfetter access and usage of
mobile equipment data across the mine cycle, including both open pit and
underground, for the purpose of increasing operational efficiencies.

Business Case
Most leading enterprise mine operators are driving 21st century operational
excellence through better visibility and management of mine to mill
operation, adopting an ongoing focus on continuous improvement
innovation. This requires a significant amount of technology, systems and
information, including source data related to the real-time and historical
performance of mobile mining equipment.
In addition to open access to this mobile equipment data for value-add
internal operator use, many mine operators are moving to advanced
services to support the ongoing health, condition and performance of
the equipment. To support these services and others, OEMs also require
effective real-time and historical data integration to the mobile equipment
in the field.
In summary, both mine operators and OEMs need an increasing amount of
data access to continue to drive continuous improvement.
In the current relationship model, robust, secure and cost effective access
to this data has been elusive as owner/operator, third party solution
providers and OEM’s struggle with how to support openness yet preserve
their intellectual property, define value-added service opportunities, and
manage priorities of a diverse and ever changing technical landscape.
Before any technical equipment connectivity standards can emerge,
a common industry vision of WHAT data is required and WHY it is
needed should be established between the operators and OEMs. This
understanding will become the foundation for evolving the current
relationships and driving continued improvements in mining efficiencies.

It is important to understand that although operators want and need
to have access to equipment data concerning its use, as a function
of equipment ownership, they have not purchased the intellectual
property of the equipment itself. Some aspects of the data that reflect
how the equipment is designed and operates have not been included in
the open data list because it may unveil sensitive IP for the equipment
manufacturers.
The Mobile Equipment Open Data Guideline is based on real needs of
owners to extract value from the equipment data. This guideline outlines
the onboard data groups that should be made available and open to the
equipment owner, in a real-time, read-only format. This year, a focus on
the onboard data of autonomous machines will strive to achieve consensus
between operators and OEMs, as an important step towards greater
innovation.
Although many manufactures embrace the principle of open and available
equipment data, it should be understood that it may take time to incorporate
the capability into production mining equipment. This guideline also
intentionally does not address the technical or commercial details of how
this data is accessed or transported. Readers of this guideline should verify
with their OEM regarding actual physical availability and specification of
open data on their equipment and understand any associated terms of use.
A second guideline project, focusing on onboard data requirements related
to autonomous mining, will launch in 2016.
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Data Access and Usage:
Operational KPIs and definitions
REVISED Project Estimates

Standard definitions will enable comparison and benchmarking
of equipment and operating performance. By understanding
reporting needs, users can create a better understanding of the
data needed for the operation and management of the mine and
provide clarity between users and suppliers of data.
Draft standard operational KPIs and a Draft Time Classification
Model are in review. They capture operational status, events and
activities, and place them into time classifications from which
the standard performance definitions are derived. The outcomes
include:
• Standard definitions for Key Operational KPIs and terminology

Funding Amount

Total Cost

$10,500

$16,500

Phase

Cost

Workshop/webinars

$3,000

Survey design/ data analysis contractor

$7,500

Admin/Overhead

$6,000

Participant Information

• A Time Classification Model which enables consistent reporting
and classification of Operational events and activities and
confirmation that events are appropriately classified

Group leader: Zoli Lukacs, Gibraltar Mines
Participants: 3D-P, 3ds, Acquire, Agnico Eagle, AMTC, AngloGold Ashanti, Atlas
Copco, Barrick Gold, BHP Billiton, Canadian Natural Resources, Caterpillar, CheckMark
Consulting, Data Mine Software, Deswik, Finning (Canada), Freeport-McMoRan,
GE Mining, Gibraltar Mine, GMSG, Goldcorp, Guardvant, Hatch, Hexagon Mining,
Hitachi, Honeywell, Indigo, iO Solutions, Joy Global, KGHMi, Kinross Gold, Komatsu,
Leapfrog3d, Liebherr, Maptek, Modular Mining Systems, Newmont, Objectivity,
OSIsoft, Peabody Energy, Peck Tech, Prairie Mines & Royalty, Predictive Analysis
Services Group, Rio Tinto, Sandvik, Schneider Electric, Shell Canada, SMART Systems
Group, Symboticware, Syncrude, Teck, The Electrum Group, Total, Trimble, University
of Sao Paulo, Vale, Wenco, Westmoreland Coal

• A Summary of the data needed to generate the KPI’s
• Identification of OTM /Third party requirements to use data for
reporting and analytical purposes.

Project Approach (UPDATED)
2016

Steps
1 Operator Interviews
2 Survey
3
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Data Access and Usage:
Operational KPIs and definitions

Business ObjectiveS

Current Situation: August 2016

• Develop a common terminology and definitions across
industry.

An operator sub-committee is halfway through completion of a review and
revise period, to end in August. To date, there is general consensus on the
draft model and KPIs and an apparent strong interest in the development
of standard KPIs and time model for the industry. Following updating of the
draft, a survey will target input from a broader cross section of industry, to
close by late October.

• Development of standard definitions for Production Data
and Operational KPIs.

The objectives of this review period are to:

Business Case
Standard definitions will enable comparison and
benchmarking of equipment and operating performance. By
understanding reporting needs, users can create a better
understanding of the data needed for the operation and
management of the mine and provide clarity between users
and suppliers of data.

• Review the assumptions used to develop the Time Classification Model,
• Ensure all events and activities from a variety of surface mining operations
are captured and confirm events are appropriately classified,
• Validate the definitions used for Key Reporting KPIs
• Ensure performance KPIs address management and operational reporting
needs and scenarios.

There are a number of drivers for development of common
definitions for production data and operational KPIs:
•Integration of Technology needs integration of Information
•Start point for identification of data requirements
•Operations looking for Metrics
•Benchmarking
•Technology as Enabler, and as Driver
•Enabled easier access to more accurate, precise information
•Common terminology for use as a reference for mining
systems, products and solutions
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Data Access and Usage: Data Exchange for Mine Software

REVISED PROJECT ESTIMATES

This project is focused on solving the lack of interoperability
between sophisticated mining geology and engineering
software programs – in short, the need to export data from
one software program then re-import into another.
Our goal is to create an open source file interchange format
including the Application Programming Interface (API),
associated software libraries and user documentation that
will allow transfer of geometric objects and other attributed
data without adhering to restricted file formats, or otherwise
compromising the original data content. The working group
comprises representatives from software companies (vendors),
and mining and mining service companies (users). The solution
will require expertise from third-party software developers;
therefore the group will be responsible for managing
the developers as well as the overall management and
implementation of the project.

Funding Amount

Total Cost

$56,000

$68,000

Phase

Cost

Scoping Phase

$20,000

Workshops

$4,000

Design and Prototyping Phase

$36,000

Implementation of version 1.0

TBA

Administration

$8,000

Participant Information

Group leader: Vivien Hui, Barrick
Participants: 3ds, Acquire, Agile GeoScience, AngloGold Ashanti, AranzGeo, Barrick
Gold Corporation, BHP Billiton, Datamine Software, Deswik, Freeport McMoRan,
Global Mining Design, Hexagon Mining, Kinross Gold, Leapfrog3d, Maptek, Mining
Information Systems, Newmont, Objectivity, OSIsoft, Peabody Energy, Rio Tinto,
RungePincockMinarco, Schneider Electric, Shell Canada, Teck, Vale

Project Approach (UPDATED)
2016

Steps
1 Workshop 1
2 Scoping Phase
3 Workshop 2
4 Design specification and prototyping phase
5 Workshop 3
6 Implementation of version 1.0
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Data Access and Usage: Data Exchange for Mine Software

Business Objective
The proposed data exchange standard does not presently exist and therefore is of benefit
to the wider geological and mining community. Utilising open source architecture gives
all group participants equal status and does not favour any current proprietary expertise.
Over a longer timeframe the data exchange has the potential to promote more efficient
data sharing amongst different users, as well as encourage third party adaptation of the
contained source code; these improvements over the present condition will lead to more
advanced data usage for mine design.

Current Situation:
August 2016
Multiple conference calls, operator interviews, and a
project development workshop in Denver (May) were
held earlier this year. The project plan outcome is to
engage a consultant/third party developer to achieve
a Version 1.0 before year-end.

Business Case
Modern sophisticated mine planning and exploration routines often
require geometric and topological data to be shared between different
software programs. Vendors tend to restrict direct access to proprietary
APIs in order to protect their Intellectual Property. This ‘locking up’ of
data either limits users to one vendor-compatible software suite, or
forces them into an inefficient workflow of exporting and importing
using generic file formats such as .csv or .dxf that can result in data
loss or misinterpretation, potentially increasing the risk associated with
interpretation and operation of complex orebodies of high net worth.
Generic file export formats are also becoming less able to
accommodate increasingly large and complex data files when advanced
technologies such as LiDAR surveys or sophisticated geostatistical
models are incorporated. A modern solution is required in which file
formats are standardised for optimised exchange, and interfaces can
provide direct queries into datasets without the need to fully export
databases on each occasion or directly access proprietary code.

The Data Exchange for Mine Software standard will create an opensource software library to export and import geometric primitives. The
standard will also support properties (attributes) associated to the
primitives, thereby maintaining data integrity throughout the transfer.
The standard will be free and open. Initially the standard library will
incorporate C++ and Python code, which will be released using a
permissive open source licence on the Github web portal. In addition a
.NET code binding will be included to allow interaction with programs
utilising this source code; however full incorporation of .NET code will
not occur initially.
The working group has identified that getting a minimum viable
product into the hands of users and developers as soon as possible is
the best means of growing awareness and adoption of the prototype
standard. Building momentum on this project within the wider
mining community will hopefully result in continual development and
evolution.
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Underground Mining: Communications Infrastructure
The purpose of this initiative is to develop a formal
documentation set to be used by the mining
industry as a reference for the frameworks,
standards, processes and procedures supporting
digital communications in an underground mine
environment.

REVISED Project Estimates

The primary goal of the subcommittee is to perform
the research and evaluation of different digital
communications frameworks, methodologies, and
systems currently available and supported in the
market. Then, to develop a general set of guidelines
around the use of existing industry standards,
appropriate technologies, and vendor solutions
which provide a practical digital communications The
workgroup also is responsible to communicate the
status or condition of all requests to the appropriate IT
teams and business departments during the process.

Project Approach (UPDATED)

Funding Amount

Total Cost

$10,000

$26,000

Phase

Cost

Workshops

$7,000

Technical writer

$3,000

Admin/Overlead

$16,000

Participant Information

Group leaders: Russell Kennett, Rio Tinto and Riaan Van Wyk, Detnet
Sub-committee leader: Dave Fry, Yamana Gold
Participants: Agnico Eagle, Amec Foster Wheeler, Atlas Copco, Barrick Gold, BHP Billiton, Boge Boge,
CEMI, Cisco, Clark Mining, De Beers Canada, DetNet, Goldcorp, IREDES, Isaac Instruments, KGHM
International, Laird, Lake Shore Gold, Littelfuse, MineRP, Modular Mining Systems, Mosaic, Nevada
Copper, Newmont, Newtrax, Northern Light Technologies, Peabody Energy, Rio Tinto, Rockwell
Automation, Sandvik, SAP, Schneider Electric, Strategy Focused Innovation Pty, Symboticware,
Toromont Industries, Tunnel Radio, University of the Witwatersrand, Vale, Wenco, Yamana Gold

2016

Steps
1 Business Requirements
2 Workshop 2
3 Workshop 3
4 Workshop 4
5 First draft sections into review
6 Workshop 5
7 Workshop 6
8 Draft sections into review
9 Workshop 7
10 Final draft development
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Underground Mining: Communications Infrastructure

Current Situation: August 2016

Business Objective
The purpose of this initiative is to
develop a formal documentation set
to be used by the mining industry
as a reference for the frameworks,
standards, processes and procedures
supporting digital communications in an
underground mine environment.
The complete full documentation set in
final draft for presentation to the GMSG
in Q3, 2017.
The workgroup focuses on the technical
and administrative aspects of deploying

effective communications infrastructure
which are based on the following
objectives.
1. Simplicity of design
2. Simplicity of implementation
and installation
3. Ease of support
4. Good expansion capability and
flexibility
5. Ease of use for the end user
or endpoint device
6. Reliability, resiliency and redundancy
7. Security

Workshops were held in Toronto, Johannesburg and Brisbane
during the first half of 2016, and the guideline documents
themselves have progressed with the input of many group
members. In June it was determined a structural change will
be made, so that now there are up to 5 sections to the final
deliverable, which will be released from draft as they become
ready. An index and Section 1 will enter final review by September.
Sections:
Title

Draft Release Dates (estimate)

Positioning & Needs Analysis

9/1/2016

Solutions & Architectures

11/1/2016

General Guidelines

Q1, 2017

Business Development

Q2, 2017

Planning, Deploying &
Support Considerations

Q3, 2017

Business Case
The advancement of digital technology globally has been and continues
to accelerate at an almost exponential rate. These advancements include
improvements in video, voice and data communications which now
provide tremendous operational efficiency and safety benefits to mining.
New standards and development in underground digital communications
services and systems have accelerated recently providing solutions
which are now capable of surviving in underground environments. These
solutions are now becoming more complex, developed primarily as TCP/
IP-based network systems, and are very different than traditional analog
systems such as leaky feeder. Most mine personnel lack the background
and experience to effectively plan, develop, deploy, and maintain these new
solutions.

The Underground Communications Infrastructure Guidelines
documentation is to be a reference tool for mine planners, engineering and
operations personnel when developing, implementing and maintaining the
next generation underground communications systems.
The Guideline documentation is a helpful tool for key personnel to
understand how to approach the strategic integration of new technology
into the entire Life of Mine process in order to increase profit, operational
effectiveness, and safety of its people – whether it is a new mine or the
refresh of an existing (mature) mine.
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Underground Mining:
The Electric Mine: Battery Electric Vehicles Underground
GMSG has partnered with the Canadian Mining Innovation Council (CMIC) to develop a global
guideline to support the push towards use of battery electric vehicles (BEVs) underground. A
number of mining companies are currently planning and developing operations which will require
BEVs to meet the regulatory, safety, and cost requirements that are impossible with diesel at depth.

Project Estimates
Funding Amount

Total Cost

$32,000

$47,000

The main objectives of the guideline are:

2016 Cost Requirements

Cost

• To be structured in such a way that the guideline can act as a specification, and be included by
mining companies in tender documents to equipment OEMs for mining vehicles.

Workshops

$7,000

Technical Writer/layout

$25,000

• To act as a guideline / blueprint / path forward for vehicle OEMs. It will allow the OEMs to focus
their R&D efforts in a particular direction.

Admin/overhead

$15,000

• Strike an appropriate balance between standardization and innovation. The guideline should allow
miners to operate a fleet of BEVs without concerns about proprietary equipment and interfaces. At
the same time, the guideline should not be an impediment to innovation for OEMs.

Participant Information

• Leverage existing standards, including those from the automotive, electrical, automation and any
other industries that may apply. Favour the referencing of existing standards/guidelines.
• Be global in scope, but friendly to regional differences. Mining companies and OEMs throughout the
world should be able to use the guideline, however it should acknowledge that regional differences in
standards and regulatory framework exist.
• Use simple, straightforward and direct language

Project Approach
2016

Steps
1 First Draft
2 Review and Update
3 Workshops
4 Write Final Draft
5 Review and Update
6 Approval
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Group Leader: Craig Harris, Glencore
Participants: ABB, Agnico Eagle, AngloGold Ashanti,
Artisan Vehicle Systems, Atlas Copco, Barrick,
Battery Solutions, Bestech, Cameco, Caterpillar,
CMI, CSA Group, Deloitte, Doppelmayr, Efacec, FVT
Research, GE Mining, Glencore, Goldcorp, Hatch,
Iamgold, Ivolve, Joy Global, Laurentian University,
MacLean, Marcotte, McEwen Mining, MedaTech,
Miller Technology, Minecat, Newcastle, Newcrest,
Normet Canada, North American Palladium, Ontario
Ministry of Northern Development and Mines,
OSIsoft, Parker, Prairie Machine & Parts Mfg.
Partnership, Rail-Veyor, RDH Mining Equipment, Rio
Tinto, Rock Breaker Inc (BTI), Rockwell Automation,
Sandvik, Siemens, Symboticware, TM4 Inc.,
Toromont, Tracks and Wheels, Transpower, Umicore,
Vale, Wainbee, XPS Consulting & Testwork Services,
Yamana Gold

Underground Mining:
The Electric Mine: Battery Electric Vehicles Underground

Business Objective
The goal of this project is to publish and maintain a
global guideline for use of battery electric mobile mining
equipment in an underground mining environment.

Current Situation
Three workshops were held by GMSG and CMIC (May – Toronto; June –
Brisbane; June – Sudbury) resulting in a detailed project plan and the creation of 5
subgroups: Batteries; Chargers and Connectors; Mine Design and Infrastructure;
Safety and Fire; Performance Measurement. Each subgroup is drafting their
section of the overall guideline, with the deadline of a first draft by midSeptember. The project has an aggressive deadline of a complete draft, ready for
the approval process; by year-end.

Business Case
The mining industry is now extracting mineral reserves at greater depths.
As underground mining progresses to deeper levels, ventilation for a
diesel mobile equipment fleet is becoming more of a challenge.
• The use of battery electric vehicles (BEVs) in underground mining is
currently in its infancy:
o At least one mine in Canada is using BEVs as their prime
movers for mucking and haulage in a portion of their mine.
oT
 he Onaping Depth project for Glencore in Sudbury, Canada
has BEVs set as the base case in their feasibility study.
o Most mining vehicle OEMs are in the development phases for
BEVs.
o There is little standardization throughout the mining industry
related to BEVs.
Battery electric mobile equipment offers a unique opportunity to
drastically reduce the ventilation requirements for a mine. At the same
time, it can reduce operating costs and improve the environmental
footprint. However, battery electric vehicles (BEVs) also present a
new set of challenges for mine operators in terms of infrastructure
requirements, maintenance and operating constraints:

• Charging:
o Required mine infrastructure for charging of BEVs.
o Charging methodology – On board, off board or battery
swapping.
o Charging interface standardization (connection and protocol
between vehicle and charger).
• Equipment Standards and Legislation:
o Lack of mining-specific standardization.
o Existing standards and legislation are geared toward diesel
equipment
o Differences between jurisdiction / region.
• Mine Operation:
o Limitations with BEV energy density vs Diesel.
o Mine Layout considerations
The objective of this project is to develop a global guideline for mining
BEVs to address these challenges.
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Underground Mining: IREDES Users’ Guideline

Drive greater awareness, understanding and adoption of an
open, proven protocol to assist fleet integration, in a costprohibitive, complicated proprietary environment.
GMSG is developing a User’s Guideline for the IREDES protocol
to bring attention to the protocol and help companies to
understanding what is required for its implementation. Following
the publication of the user’s guideline, this document may be
used as a seed document to bring IREDES forward as a new
work item for ISO TC 82 – Mining.
IREDES is the result of several major players in the mining and
construction industries joining forces with a shared goal to
develop a standard that connects rock excavating machines and
IT infrastructures through a common language, while reducing
the need for individual software development projects. Based
on XML, the IREDES standard is open sourced, and provides
a communication bridge through which rock excavation and
mining equipment is connected to office systems.
The guideline will be a tool to assist the user to implement the
IREDES protocol.

Project approach
Project in Delay Awaiting GMSG Council Decision.
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Project Estimates
Funding Amount

Total Cost

$0

$11,500

Phase

Cost

Technical Writer

$3,500

Admin/Overhead

$8,000

Participant Information

Group leaders: Russell Kennett, Rio Tinto and Riaan Van Wyk, Detnet
Sub-committee leader: Peter Cunningham
Participants: Agnico Eagle, Amec Foster Wheeler, Atlas Copco, Barrick Gold,
BHP Billiton, Boge Boge, CEMI, Cisco, Clark Mining, De Beers Canada, DetNet,
Goldcorp, IREDES, Isaac Instruments, KGHM International, Laird, Lake Shore Gold,
Littelfuse, MineRP, Modular Mining Systems, Mosaic, Nevada Copper, Newmont,
Newtrax, Northern Light Technologies, Peabody Energy, Rio Tinto, Rockwell
Automation, Sandvik, SAP, Schneider Electric, Strategy Focused Innovation Pty,
Symboticware, Toromont, Tunnel Radio, University of the Witwatersrand, Vale,
Wenco, Yamana Gold

Underground Mining: IREDES Users’ Guideline

Business Objective
Develop a user’s guideline and subsequently bring the IREDES
protocol forward as a new work item to ISO TC 82 – Mining as a
method to assist greater uptake and implementation of the protocol
across the mining industry.

Current Situation: August 2016
No progress has been made on this project in 2016. GMSG
Executive are seeking stakeholder input about whether this
project should continue or be closed.

Increased cost benefits to industry through open standards that
support interoperability which represent significant cost savings,
boost production and make for more efficient operations.

Business Case
With mining machinery, automation has evolved to be a crucial
component of safe, productive workflow and operational viability. As
helpful as automation is in terms of streamlining operations, there are
potential problems when the transfer of data and reports, which are
generated in large batches by these machines, run into barriers during
delivery through the work chain. So, while automation has made
inroads in one direction, the lack of interoperability between machines,
made more divisive by numerous proprietary interfaces ultimately has
been a hindrance to productivity and to cost efficiency.
Much of mining equipment is remote controlled via a network, and
each machine represents a single stop along the mining process chain;
each is required to produce operational information to be passed along
to the next automated stage. Prior to IREDES, even though equipment

was automated and data controlled, in theory having the ability to
process and disperse information, incompatible data formats meant
that workflow stalled. Data and reports were being gleaned from
several, single proprietary interfaces that were ineffective both from
a cost and from a quality assurance point of view, making each stop
along the mining process chain operationally isolated.
From an operator’s standpoint, IREDES assists in integration, providing
a necessary missing link in a cost-prohibitive, complicated proprietary
environment. One vendor cannot necessarily supply everything
required. Mine operators are always going to be stuck with a multivendor fleet. It makes it very difficult to integrate multiple systems,
but a common language and protocol like IREDES was provide a quick
solution.
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Integrated Operations
Revised Project Estimates –
pending October workshop

While the benefits of implementing integrated operations in mining and metals are
clear from a cost and efficiency point of view, many challenges exist in addressing
the complexity of integrating the business, from resource-to-market. Various
mining companies have tackled this problem independently, but a standard,
proven approach has yet to emerge from past and present experiences. It is in
trying to define a common approach most efficiently that the industry is turning
towards gathering lessons learned to develop a business solution at this crucial
time of lower commodity prices and cost pressures.
The GMSG Integrated Operations Working Group has been working towards
collaboratively developing a framework that will not only identify best practices and
areas to apply efficiencies, but help companies ensure that they are addressing the
challenges around implementation of integrated operations most effectively.

• Develop a roadmap – what industry needs to do and how industry can collaborate to
accelerate uptake of integrated operations
• Facilitate a model for collaboration to accelerate adoption and implementation of IO

Project Approach (Updated)

1 Form Subcommittee
2 Benchmarking study
3

Workshops: Benchmarking review
(3-5 globally)

4 Publish report
5
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Draft guideline: Best Practices in
Integrated Operations in Mining

JUL

$75,000

$87,000

Phase

Cost

Research contract

$40,000

Workshops

$15,000

Guideline Development

$5,000

Travel

$15,000

Admin/Overhead

$12,000

Group leader: Laura Mottola, Flow Partners
Participants: 3ds, Anglo American, AngloGold Ashanti, Barrick
Gold, Caterpillar, CheckMark Consulting, Codelco, Desert Falcon
Consulting, Flow Partners, Freeport-McMoRan, GE Mining, Gibraltar
Mine, Globalio, Hatch, Honeywell, IBM, JayBridge, Lundin Mining,
MineRP, MISOM Technologies, Motion Metrics, Rajant Corporation,
Schneider Electric, SMART Systems Group, Teck, The Electrum
Group, Toric Technologies, Trimble

• Identify an IO best practices framework

Steps

Total Cost

Participant Information

2016 Objective: Cross Industries Integrated Operations Benchmarking Study

2016

Funding Amount
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Integrated Operations

Business Objective

Current Situation: August 2016

Driving implementation of a holistic approach to integrated
operations across stakeholders in the mining sector, to support
operational, production and safety excellence.

The working group did not have any official meetings during the first half
of 2016. The group will re-ignite with 2 events planned for later in the year:
an Autonomous Mining and Integrated Operations forum at MINExpo,
September 24; and an IO workshop in Toronto, October 24. The outcome
of the IO workshop aims to be the project plan for going forward.

Business Case
Traditionally, issues surrounding the integration of operations have been
considered from a mechanistic point of view which favours working in
silos or business functions. The IOWG suggests that the real problem
is the variability of the entire production process. The high variability
of material flow and quality is an unsolved problem in the mining and
metals industry that sensitively affects both the levels of production and
the costs.
Specifically, when it comes to mining operations and production, it is
about addressing the process as a whole, rather than the sum of its
parts. It’s about taking tangible, measurable steps to manage variation
of the entire production system. More attention must be paid to the
interdependencies among the parts of the system, looking at the
production process holistically.
With tight margins being stretched even further in the face of an austere
operating environment, the mining industry needs to switch gears to
consider new solutions to old problems, change its operating paradigm
and way of thinking, using collaborative development as a way to
innovate.

In order to control the variation of the entire production system, the
IOWG will develop a best practice guideline for integrated operations
which promotes:
• a balanced approach of people, process, and technology to develop a
sustainable and robust business solution
• collaborative planning and execution throughout the value chain of the
business
• including leading indicators, beyond the usual lagging indicators of how
we performed the last shift, this past week or month
• identifying cross-functional KPIs that link upstream processes with
their impact on downstream processes and the overall outcome
• strategic intent to operate in an integrated fashion, independently of
who runs the business at the top or during the shift
• continuous improvement through proactive problem solving and selfinquiry
• minimizing the use of work in process (inventory) as a means to
manage variation, as it hides inefficiencies in the production system
• moving toward a continuous production system that optimizes asset
efficiency and overall equipment effectiveness.
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Reliability: Reliability Best Practices for Mining

Greater asset reliability in mining will drive
down operating costs, reduce maintenance
requirements, and increase safety.
The Reliability Working Group (RWG) is
an operator focused group whose purpose
is to provide a network and forum for
reliability professionals in mining to exchange
knowledge and share reliability best practices
in a mining context, resulting in improved
asset reliability, productivity, safety and lower
operating costs.
Among the objectives are to identify common
elements of successful reliability programs,
including processes, tools, and technologies
that enable achievement of reliability
objectives. The development of leading and
lagging indicators will allow comparison to
industry standards and best practices.
The philosophy of the RWG is to collaborate

Revised Project Estimates

with related organizations and to leverage
their experience and knowledge in applying a
range of existing standards and best practices
to a mining environment.
There are two initial focuses. One will be
on developing a Reliability Best Practices
for Mining guideline including common
maintenance and reliability terminology,
definitions and KPIs, enabling development
and comparisons of common practices and
benchmarking of results.
The second focus is to develop a subcommittee to bridge the mining industry with
the work of the ISO technical committee 251
on Asset Management and in particular, the
ISO 55000 standard. This committee will also
enable collaboration with other reliability and
asset management organizations beyond the
mining sector.

Funding Amount

Total Cost

$50,000

$62,000

Phase

Cost

Workshops (4)

$10,000

Travel

$10,000

Guideline development: researcher

$30,000

Admin/Overhead

$12,000

Participant Information

Group leader: Zoli Lukacs, Gibraltar Mines
Participants: Alexander Proudfoot, AngloGold Ashanti,
Barrick, Bentley Systems, CNRL, FMI, Gibraltar Mines, GE
Mining, Global Inspections - NDT, Hatch, Honeywell, IBM
Canada, Life Cycle Engineering, Modular Mining Systems,
Mosaic Co., Newmont, OSIsoft, Peabody Energy, PEMAC
at Cambrian College, Pro Sygma, University Of British
Columbia, Wenco

Project Approach (Updated)
2016

Steps
1 Up to 4 regional Workshops
2 Draft guideline
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Reliability: Reliability Best Practices for Mining

Business Case
Mines are asset intensive ventures. In today’s environment,
where many operations are in survival mode, we need to
get most out of all of our assets in terms of reliability and
productivity.
A structured reliability program informed by global best
practices provides assurance to our investors, insurers and
our workforce that we are doing all the right things to keep
our assets reliable, efficient and safe. Such guidelines will
help minimize asset risk by applying accepted maintenance
management practices. In general, an organization that
manages its assets well is also safer and more efficient.
Reliability programs are based on the collective experience
and knowledge of a wide range of industrial expertise.
Best practice guidelines will reflect the many unique
characteristics of the mining industry and offer sound
solutions to improve operating costs and productivity,
particularly required in today’s challenging markets.

CUrrent Situation: August 2016
The first half of 2016 saw individual stakeholder interviews, towards
shaping the project plan for the Reliability best practices work.
The first meeting will be held during MINExpo in Las Vegas,
September 28.
The Reliability Working Group’s Asset Management sub-committee
is focused on the ISO technical committee 251 – Asset Management’s
55000x standards. This group provided input to the ISO TC 251
for their June meeting towards the plan for further standards
development and revision.

Business Objective
To identify best reliability processes and practices and develop metrics to
monitor and benchmark
To create a community of interest for reliability in mining to promote best
practices across industry.
To provide input to standards, and bridge mining and reliability/asset
management organizations.
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Industrial Comminution Efficiency
Bond Guideline

Survey and Sampling Guideline

Support increased comminution efficiency through the development
of guidelines to support metrics and enable industry-wide
benchmarking.
1. Guideline for Measuring and Comparing Industrial Comminution
Circuit Energy Efficiencies by the Bond Method:
• Published Q1 2016.
2. Survey and Sampling Guideline
• Published Q1 2016
3. M
 orrell Method
• Pending GMSG Council approval, to publish Q3 2016
Following completion of first three guidelines, two new projects are in
the pipeline:
• Development of a benchmarking database for the Bond method
• Investigate possibility of forming a peer review board to assist
greenfields mill design projects
Additionally, an advisory panel with strong industry (mining and
engineering company) representation will be established to steer the
ongoing ICE efforts.
Future Vision: source leaders/groups motivated to develop Bond/
Barratt, SAGDesign and SPI based guidelines and databases as based
on stakeholder interest.

Morrell Method Guideline

Benchmarking Database

Revised Project Estimates
Funding Amount

Total Cost

$0

$18,000

Phase

Cost

Guidelines finalization (admin, editing, design)

$6,000

Admin/Overhead

$12,000

Participant Information

Group leader: Aidan Giblett, Newmont
Participants: Alex G. Doll Consulting, Amec Foster Wheeler, Aminpro, Anglo
American, Barrick Gold, BHP Billiton, Bluecoast Metallurgy, Cameco, Coalition for
Eco-Efficient Comminution, CMD Consulting, Derrick Corporation, DJB
Consultants, Enico (member of Axium Group), Freeport-McMoRan, Gibraltar
Mines, Glencore, Goldcorp, Haile Gold Mine, Hatch, JKTech, Lyntek, ME
Elecmetal, Metcom Technologies, Metso, Moly-Cop Chile, Multotec,
Newmont, North Pacific Training & Performance, Orway Mineral Consultants,
Outotec, Patton & Cooke, Rio Tinto, Romarco, Schneider Electric, SF McTavish
Consulting, SGS, SRK Consulting, Thompson Creek Metals, TRD Manufacturing,
Thyssenkrupp, University of Queensland, Vale, Weir Minerals, XPS Consulting &
Testwork Services, Xstrata Technology

Project Approach (Updated)
2016

ID

Steps

1 Publish 3 Guidelines
Benchmarking Database Plan kickoff
Peer Review Project Panel Concept
3
launch

2
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Industrial Comminution Efficiency
Bond Guideline

Survey and Sampling Guideline

Morrell Method Guideline

Business Objective
The common goal of these guidelines and benchmarking
database is to reduce both unit operating costs and unit energy
consumption, by applying best practice comminution circuit
analysis techniques/methods.

Benchmarking Database

CUrrent Situation: August 2016
With the publication of the third guideline by September, the Working
Group will now reconvene to plan the next Phase of work.

Business Case
Comminution accounts for the highest energy usage in the mining
industry. According to a report by the Coalition for Energy Efficient
Comminution, grinding and crushing ore is 53 per cent of an average
mine site’s energy consumption.
GMSG’s Industrial Comminution Efficiency (ICE) Working Group is
in the finals steps to publish three guidelines that each offers a key
solution in creating cost and energy effective solutions to comminution
concerns.
The Bond Work Index was first created by its namesake in the 1930s
– 50s, when he established the third law of comminution, which deals
with the energy consumption in relation to process feed and the
product size. In other words, the Work Index measures, in kilowatts,
the amount of energy it takes to reduce a large rock or ore to 100
microns.
As an existing and common method of gauging comminution
efficiency, the Bond Work Index acts as a baseline and key
communication tool for mine operators and personnel in need of a
benchmarking a mine’s energy consumption through the ore size
reduction process.
The guideline will be an asset in helping personnel refine the details
of the Bond Work Index that are often overlooked in order to create

a single methodology in benchmarking for future measurements of energy
consumption.
The Morrell Method utilizes data from the SMC Test, which was developed
by Stephen Morrell in the early 2000’s, to predict an ore body’s comminution
circuit in order to determine energy consumption depending on the ore’s
properties.
The SMC Test determines the Drop Weight Index (DWi), which is a tool to
measure the strength of a given rock, which aids in predicting how much
resistance will occur once comminution begins. “The Morrell method enables
the user to determine what the total circuit specific energy will be, depending
largely on the ore properties, circuit configuration and target grind size,” says
Mike Daniel, Director and Process Consultant at CMD Consulting.
The Sampling and Surveying guideline will be a necessity for creating a
simplified process for the comminution analysis process.
The sampling and surveying analysis views a complete grinding circuit as a
singular process block, irrespective of the number of grinding stages or internal
classification steps. As such, it offers a more cost-effective alternative to
surveying the overall comminution circuit efficiency, and acts as a jumping
off point if further detailed analysis is required. The guideline is designed
for practitioners at all skill levels, as both a starting point for the average
metallurgist or an easily manipulated model for the experienced analyst.
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Common Reference Framework: EMMM Models User’s Guideline

Project estimates
To advance awareness, knowledge and adoption of a commonly
accepted framework providing a generic description of the mining
business, so that new information management initiatives launch
with an agreed language and basis of objectives and solutions to
mining industry challenges.
The Common Reference Framework Working Group is designed
to assess Open Group’s Exploration, Mining, Metals and Minerals
Forum (EMMM) industry models as an overview of the entire
business functions and processes of a mining organization from
prospecting to the corporate financial statement, with the purpose of
establishing it as a common industry model through the publication
of a user’s guideline outlining its use and application.

Project Estimates to be based on new Project Approach.

Participant Information

Group leaders: Mike Woodhall, MineRP, and Louw Labuschagne, Real IRM
Participants: Barrick Gold , Caterpillar, CheckMark Consulting, Flanders
Electric , Flow Partners, Gibraltar Mines, Hatch, IBM, Indigo, Joy Global,
KGHM International, Life Cycle Engineering, MineRP, Rio Tinto, Schneider
Electric, SMART Systems Group, Teck, The Electrum Group, The Open
Group, University of the Witwatersrand

Prior to the EMMM models, there has been a lack of a full value
chain of the mining industry.

Project approach
Project Approach to be redone by working group to ensure delivery of value to GMSG member companies and industry.
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Common Reference Framework: EMMM Models User’s Guideline

Business Objective
Prior to the EMMM models, there has been a lack of
a commonly accepted framework providing a generic
description of the mining business. Without a framework
for reference, every new information management
initiative starts afresh with issues of explaining objectives
and solutions to mining industry challenges. GMSG has
selected the Open Group’s work as a reference because
they have published, scrutinized, tested and approved
standard models covering the full value chain of the mining
industry.

CUrrent Situation: August 2016
No progress has been made on this project so far in 2016.

Business Case
The EMMM reference framework defines the operating context for
the industry. It acts as a guide, providing context to the operations
in the industry. The formation of this group supports the notion of
collaboration as a meaningful industry tool by which to identify and
disseminate practical solutions to address common stakeholder
problems as they strive for operational excellence.
The collaboration between The Open Group’s EMMM forum and
the GMSG will allow the relation of operational level projects to the
context definition provided by the Reference Framework, providing
a more holistic view of the mining business and the areas where the
industry plays.

Stakeholders are as diverse as their mining company origins and
the dictates of their specific discipline. Most will have a technical
silo based view of the mining business, not necessarily wrong but
potentially incomplete. Across the industry, the same words are used
to mean different things and different words to mean the same thing.
Any framework must at least address these and other matters of a
common understanding of the mining business.
While there have been previous industry attempts to produce generic
descriptions of the mining business for common applications, there
remains a need for a comprehensive tool connecting the entire
industry and all of its stakeholders.
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